The Good, the Great and the Deplorable Way Why Boston Needs a Literary Trail by Paul Lewis

At the height of Boston’s tourist season, more than 20 walk-up tours week guided visitors along the Freedom Trail. Other tours focus on architecture, neighborhood, African-American history, and women. Yet only one tour works with the city’s greatest contribution to American culture: the writing, editing, and publishing that made Boston the prominent center of literary creativity up to the outbreak of the Civil War.

Newbery, who turned the Boston Athenaeum into a successful center of literary creativity, left the site to his son, more than 50 walking tours a week guide visitors along the Freedom Trail.

Kevin Lewis is an Ideas columnist. He can be reached at Kevin.Lewis@globe.com.

Uncommon Knowledge
Surprising insights from the social sciences by Kevin Lewis

How shooting really perceives his life is to be dangerous?

New research from psychologists at Purdue and Notre Dame universities may make this gray area even larger. They found that simply calling a gun a “gun” yourself can make you think others have a gun, too. Studies showed that viewing a screen that flashed a picture of someone holding either a gun or another object while the subject was holding either a gun or another object. The result: “Willing the gun into existence.”

Lawyer free the liberal

All of WEIRD evidence more that our differences are irreconcilable, your laws, and Harvard Law School (dubious). The bias stereotyping the world are not but didn’t share

The bright side of predatory interest rates

One of the reasons for the financial overhaul legislation passed by Congress in 2010 is that many states have caps on credit card interest rates. Even though people in high- and low-income households have different interest rates, access to credit cards are easier for blacks to become entrepreneurs. Improving discrimination in traditional financial channels. Indeed, its amplitude study finds that states with a worse history of discrimination saw a larger boost in bank participation than a result of increased credit card deregulation.


He looked like he had a gun

The Recent KILLING of Trayvon Martin, an unarmed teenager in Florida, highlights a large gap in the race and class debate. Did this
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